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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses point-symmetric graphs which have a prime number of points. 
Isomorphism classes of these graphs are enumerated. It is shown that these graphs 
are characterized by the eigenvalues of their adjacency matrices. Finally it is shown 
hat point-symmetric graphs with a prime number of points are group-graphs. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Harary [5] poses the problem of enumerating the isomorphism classes 
of point-symmetric graphs with a given number of points and lines. This 
problem is solved here for point-symmetric graphs having a prime number 
of points. Such graphs are referred to in this paper simply as PPS graphs. 
A standard form is found for PPS graphs and the number of isomorphism 
classes is determined by using the P61ya enumeration theorem. 
Theorem 2 shows that every PPS graph is characterized by the eigen- 
values of its adjacency matrix. Theorem 4 shows that every PPS graph 
is a group-graph. Corollaries 7 and 8 characterize point-symmetric and 
line-symmetric graphs with a prime number of lines. 
I I .  STARRED POLYGONS 
We consider undirected loopless graphs /" ----- (V, E) without multiple 
edges. Two graphs/"  = (V, E) and/ "  = (V', E') are isomorphic if there 
exists a 1-1 correspondence q~ between V and V' such that (v z , v~) ~ E iff 
(q~(vl) , ~0(v~))~ E'. An automorphism of a graph /" = (V, E) is an iso- 
morphism of/~ with itself. The set of all automorphisms of a graph forms 
a group A, the automorphism group of r'. A graph is point-symmetric if ts 
automorphism group acts transitively on the vertex set V. 
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A graph /" = (V, E) is a starred polygon if the vertices v e V may be 
labeled in such a way that 
(vi , v~) ~ E iff (vi+k , vj+k) ~ E, k= 1 ..... I V] - -1 ,  
where I V] denotes the cardinality of V and subscripts are taken modulo 
IV[ .  
Le t / "  = (V, E) be a starred polygon, let 
J = {j : 2 ~< j <~ I V I, (Vx, vj) e E}, 
and let 
s= ls:s = j -  1,j S,s v t -  i I 
2 " 
We call S the symbol for the starred polygon _/1. Figure 1 shows a graph 
which is a starred polygon. For this graph S = {1, 2}. Intuitively S gives 
the length of the chord spans from v I and hence from any vi since _P is 
a starred polygon. 
V I
~ 2 
v 6 1 ~  V3 
V 5 V 4 
FIGURE I 
THEOREM 1. A connected graph 1" = (V, E) with a prime number of 
points p is a PPS graph if and only if it is a starred polygon. 
PROOF: Clearly i f /~ is a starred polygon it is point-symmetric and hence 
a PPS graph. 
Let A be the automorphism group of _P. Let v ~ V be an arbitrary but 
fixed vertex of F. Let Av be the set of automorphisms in A which fix v, i.e., 
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Clearly A~ is a subgroup of A. Let 
A ~--- o~0A v @ (XlA ~ At- "" @ ar-lA~ 
be the decomposition of A into cosets relative to A~. All elements in 
coset c~A,, map v into the same point a~(v). Also a~(v) ~= a~.(v) for i if=j, 
otherwise c~-l~j(v) = v so a i - la j  e A~, contradicting i =/=j. Hence the 
vertices c~0(v), al(v) ..... c~r_l(v ) are distinct. Since A is transitive on V we 
know that the oq(v) include all vertices of V. Thus r = [ V[ -- p and the 
index of A~ in A is p. Thus p, a prime, divides the order of A and by the 
first Sylow theorem, (cf. Hall [4]), A contains a subgroup of order p, 
which of course must be cyclic. Denote it by 
C~ = {1, t ..... t~-l}. 
Since t ~ A we may regard it as a permutation of the vertices V o f / ' .  
Since t has order p, the decomposition of t into cycles must in fact give 
one cycle of length p. Relabel the vertices so that t may be represented 
as the cycle (vlv ~ "'" %),  i.e., 
t(vi) = Vi+l, 1 <~ i <~ p --  l , t (%)  = v 1. 
We now show that without loss of generality we may assume (v~, v2) s E. 
For suppose (Vl, vc) e E is an edge. ( f '  is connected so v 1 is adjacent o 
some v, .) Then simply replace the generating element by the generator 
t ~-1. Since p is prime, any t i, 1 ~< i ~ p -- 1 generates C~. But (v~, v2) e E 
implies (v i ,  vi+a) E E so the sequence of edges (Vx, v2), (v2, va) ..... (%,  Vl) 
forms a Hamilton circuit of F. 
We then see that for any pair of vertices (v i ,  vj) and for all integers 
k = 1, 2 ..... p - -  1, (v i ,  v~) eE  iff (v~+k, v~+~) ~E,  subscripts taken 
modulo p. This is just the definition of a starred polygon. Q.E.D. 
An example of a point-symmetric graph which is not a starred polygon 
is given by Petersen's graph (Figure 2), which has ten vertices. This graph 
has no Hamilton circuit. Another example is the graph of Figure 3. 
w w 
w v 
Fmt~E 2 FIGURE 3 
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I I I .  ENUMERATION OF PPS  GRAPHS 
I f  p is a prime the integers J~ = {1, 2,...,p --  1} form a group under 
multiplication modulo p which is isomorphic to the cyclic group of  order 
p --  1. Let H~ = J J{1, p -- 1}. Then H~ is isomorphic to the cyclic group 
of  order (p - -  1)/2. 
Let _/I and/1 '  be two starred polygons with a prime number p of points9 
Let S and S' be their corresponding symbols. We say that S is equivalent 
to S' (write S ~ S') if there exists an integer q, 1 ~ q ~ (p --  1)/2 such 
that q" S = S' where q .  S = {qsi:s~ ~ S} and multiplication is done 
within H~. 
I f / "  = (V, E) is a graph we associate a matrix A = (ai~) with/~ called 
the adjacency matrix where ao. : 1 if (v,., v~) e E and a~j : 0 otherwise. 
THEOREM 2. Two PPS  graphs 1-' = (V, E) and F '  = (V', E') are 
isomorphic i f  and only i f  adjacency matrices A, A' associated with I', F '  
have the same eigenvalues. 
PROOF: If  /~ and P '  are isomorphic then their respective adjacency 
matrices A and A'  are related by A = PA 'P  -1 where P is a permutation 
matrix. Consequently A and A' have the same eigenvalues. 
To prove the converse we know by Theorem 1 that/~ and F '  are starred 
polygons. (Actually Theorem 1 applies only to connected graphs, but one 
can easily see that the only PPS graph which is not connected is the trivial 
graph with p points and no lines.) I f  the vertices of  a starred polygon are 
labeled v I to v~ in the clockwise direction, the resulting adjacency matrix 
is a circulant matrix. A circulant matrix is one in which every row 
after the first one is simply a cyclic shift of  it. Such a matrix has the 
form 
/ alla12a13 "'" aln ) 
A = |al. nalla12 "'" aln-1 
9 ". 9 
\a12alza14 ... al i  
These matrices have been studied (cf. Ablow and Brenner [1]) and their 
eigenvalues are given explicitly by 
o~ : au + al2oJ ~ + "'" + aln ogk(n-1) 
where o~ is a primitive n-th root of  unity, k = O, 1 ..... n --  1. 
In our case n=p=pr ime and a~t=O,  1 ~<i~<p.  In particular 
a 1 : a12eo + alacO 2 A t- ... A t- a1~r ~-1 
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is an eigenvalue of  A. By assumption it is also an eigenvalue of A'. So 
there exists an integer k, 1 ~ k ~< p - -  1 with 
' tr O~ 1 = at2to + a~sto~k + ... + a'l~to~(~-x). 
The primitive roots of unity are linearly independent over the field of 
rational numbers (cf. van der Waerden [7]) so, equating coefficients, we 
must have a~i = a,t(j_~)k+l ] , where the subscript is reduced modulo p. 
Then the mapping (p : V' ~ Vgiven by ~v(v/) : vk(j_~)+~ is an isomorphism 
o fFand F ' .  To see this it suffices to check that (v~, v~) e E '  iff (v l ,  vk(j_l)+0 
e E (because the graphs are starred polygons). But (v~, vj) e E '  iff a~j = 1 
iff ale(j-i)+1 = 1 iff (v l ,  v~(~_l)+t) e E. Q.E.D. 
We now show that starred polygons with a prime number of points are 
characterized by equivalent symbols. 
THEOREM 3. Two starred polygons F, F' with a prime number of points 
are isomorphic ifand only if their corresponding symbols S, S' are equivalent. 
PROOF: I f  S ~ S' then there exists an integer q, 1 ~< q ~< (p - -  1)/2 
such that q 9 S : S'. I f  the starred polygons are labeled vl to v~ in the 
clockwise direction then the mapping 9 : vi - *  vq(t_l)+l is an isomorphism 
of F and F ' .  (Subscripts are reduced modulo p.) 
We now show that if S and S' are not equivalent hen F and F '  are 
non-isomorphic. By Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that the eigenvalues of  
adjacency matrices representing F and F '  are different. Let the first row 
of the matrix A representing F be a~ = (0, a12 ..... al~) and let the first 
row of  A' representing F '  be at : (0, a~ ..... a~). Let o~ be a primitive 
p-th root of unity. Then 
= a12oJ  -q- . . .  -~  a l~o J  ~-1  
is an eigenvalue of A. The eigenvalues of  A' are 
' k a,l o.)(~o-l)k ' - -  1. % al2tO +. . .+  1 <~k ~<p 
Since the oJ ~ are all primitive p-t h roots of unity and these are linearly 
independent over the field of rationals, an eigenvalue ~ of A' could 
equal ~ only if 
t 
al~ : a1[(j_l)~+l] . 
But since a18 : a,(.+2-s), s ----- 2 ..... (p + I)/2, and a~s = a~(.+2-s), 
s : 2 ..... (p q- 1)/2 we have ak = a iff 
t alj = axt(j_~.+11 2 ~< j ~< p + 1 ' 2 (1) 
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Equation (1) holds iff (v~, v~) EE '  iff (vl,  V(j_l)k+l) ~ E and this holds iff 
S' = kS. By assumption S and S' are not equivalent so ~ :~ ~k for any k. 
Hence F and F '  are non-isomorphic. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3 shows that, to count the isomorphism classes of PPS graphs, 
it suffices to count the classes of symbols which are not equivalent. The 
P61ya enumeration theorem enables us to carry out the latter count. 
For a discussion of the P61ya theorem see P61ya's paper [6] or the article 
by de Bruijn [3]. In our case we are interested in enumerating equivalence 
classes of functions f :  D ~ R where R = {0, 1} and D = H~ is considered 
just as a set. The permutation group acting on D is the regular epresenta- 
tion of the group H~. The cycle index polynomial of the cyclic group is 
given by 
ZH~(x~ ..... x,.) = ! m E ~(d)(xa)"/" 
aim 
where m = (p -- 1)/2, ~o(d) is the Euler ~0 function, and the summation is
carried out over all divisors d of m. 
P61ya's theorem says that the total number of PPS graphs with p points 
is given by ZG(2,..., 2). The enumerating function for PPS graphs with 
p points and q lines 
q - -0 ,p ,  2p ..... (P~ l tp 
is given by ZH,(1 + x ~ ..... 1 q- xm~). (Clearly q must be a multiple of p 
since a point-symmetric graph is necessarily regular.) The generating 













2 1 +x 8 
3 I + x ~ + x ~~ 
4 1 + x v + x ~4 + x 21 
8 1 +x ~+2x ~+2x 88+x a4+x 55 
14 l+x  18+3x ~6+4x 89+3x 52+x ss+x ~s 
36 1 -{- x 17 q- 4x  3a q- 7x 51 q- fOx 68 q- 7x s5 -}- 4x  1~ q- x 119 -]- x I36 
60 1 + x 1. + 4x as + 10x 57 + 14x 76 + 14x 95 + 10x xl* + 4x  xa3 + x t52 + x In  
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IV. GROUP-GRAPHS 
A group-graph (color-group, Cayley diagram) P = (V, E) is a graph 
whose vertices may be identified with the elements of some group G such 
that, for some finite subset Go _C G, we have 
(g,g')~E iff g-lg,~Go. 
We show in Corollary 5 that every group-graph is point-symmetric. 
Wagner [8] proves the converse relation under additional assumptions 
on the strength of the point symmetry of the graph. Theorem 4 below 
together with Theorem 1 establishes the converse for PPS graphs. 
THEOREM 4. A starred polygon F = (V, E) is a group-graph for the 
cyclic group C,~ = {1, t ..... t m-l} where m = I V [. 
PROOF: Assign to the vertex v, e V the group element #-~, 1 ~< i ~< m. 
Let Go = {tJ : (Vl, v~+~) s E}. From the definition of a starred polygon it 
is clear that 
(vi, v~) ~E iff t j-~ e Go. Q.E.D 
COROLLARY 5. Let 1-" = (V, E) be a connected graph with a prime. 
number of  points. Then F is a PPS  graph if and only if it is a group-graph. 
PROOF: If F is point-symmetric then by Theorems 1 and 4 it is a group- 
graph. 
I f / "  is a group-graph, let G be its group and Go its edge defining set. 
Then the set of left translations Lg provide a set of automorphisms of the 
graph which is transitive on the vertices. To see that Lg is an automorphism 
we must show that 
(g', g") e E iff (Lg(g'), Lo(g")) ~ E. 
But 
(La(g'), Lg(g")) ~ E iff (gg,)-lgg,, ~ Go iff (g,)-lg, e G O iff (g', g") e E. 
Thus Lg is an automorphism. Given g', g" ~ V, the automorphism Lo,,tg,)_ 1 
takes g' onto g". Hence/"  is a PPS graph. Q.E.D. 
V. LINE-SYMMETRIC GRAPHS 
A graph G = (V, E) is line-symmetric if the automorphism group of 
the graph acts transitively on the set of lines E. 
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Given a graph G ---- (/1, E), its line-graph L(G) = (V', E') is the graph 
with V' = E and two points in V' are adjacent iff the corresponding lines 
in V are incident. 
THEOREM 6. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with a prime number 
of lines q. (a) l f  G is regular of degree d then G must be a cycle of length q. 
(b) I f  every edge of G has the same degrees, dl and d2, at its end points, 
then G must be a tree with q points of degree one and one point of degree q, 
i.e., a star. 
PROOF: Case (a). If G has p points then dp : 2q. But p ~ q + 1 since 
a connected graph with q lines has at most q + 1 points. Also, since G 
is regular, d < q. Thus q [ p and q = p, d = 2. The only connected regular 
graph with q points and q lines is the cycle of length q. Case (b). Let G 
have Pa points of degree da and P2 points of degree d~. Then pad1 : p~d~ 
and pxd~ + p2d~ : 2q. Thus p~d~ : q and, since q is a prime, p~ : 1, 
d~ ---- q, or p~ : q, da = 1. Either case leads to a graph satisfying the 
conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. Let G ~ (V, E) be a line-symmetric graph with a prime 
number of lines q. Then if G is connected it must be either (1) a cycle of 
length q, or (2) a star having q lines. I f  G is not connected then it must 
consist of q disjoint lines. 
PROOF: If G is not connected, each component must have the same 
number of lines. Since q is prime, these components must consist of 
a single line. If G is connected it must satisfy either (a) or (b) of Theorem 6. 
Q.E.D. 
A somewhat longer proof of Corollary 7 can be given by first forming 
the line-graph L(G) which is a PPS graph, and hence, by Theorem 1, is 
a starred polygon. It is not difficult to determine which starred polygons 
are line graphs. By using Whitney's theorem [9], which says that, with 
one exception, a graph is characterized by its line-graph, one shows that 
G satisfies the conclusions of Corollary 7. 
COROLLARY 8. Let G = ( V, E) be a point-symmetric graph with a prime 
number of lines q. I f  G is connected it must be a cycle of length q. I f  G is 
not connected it must consist of q disjoint lines. 
PROOF: Since G is point-symmetric, t is regular. If  it is not connected, 
argue as in Corollary 7 to conclude that G consist of q disjoint lines. 
If  it is connected then it satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 
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Let G be a line-symmetric graph with a prime number of points p. 
I f  G is regular it must also be a PPS graph because Dauber and Harary [2] 
have shown that, if a regular line-symmetric graph has an odd number of 
points, then it must also be point-symmetric. Theorem 1 then guarantees 
that G is a starred polygon. In a first draft of this paper I made the 
following: 
CONJECTURE: The only starred polygons with a prime number of points p 
which are line-symmetric are 
(1) the cycle of length p, 
(2) the complete graph K~, and 
(3) the trivial graph with p points and no lines. 
The referee provided a method for generating a class of counterexamples 
to this conjecture through the following construction. Let p be an odd 
prime. Let Z~ be the field of integers modulo p and let Z* be the multi- 
plicative group of non-zero elements in Z~. Let H be a subgroup of Z* 
which contains --1. Let /" be the graph with vertices v 0 , v 1 . . . . .  v~_ 1 and 
with edges all pairs (vi, vj) where i --  j e H . / "  is clearly a starred polygon. 
The transformations {Ta.nla e Z~ , h ~ H} given by Ta.h(vi) -~ vhi+~ form 
a subgroup of the automorphism group of F, which is transitive on the 
lines o f / ' .  Hence, /"  is line-symmetric. 
It is easy to see that the possible choices for H are exactly the subgroups 
of Z~* of even order. I f  (p -- 1)/2 is prime the only possibilities are 
H = {1,-- I} and H = Z* ,  which yield a cycle and complete graph, 
respectively, for /'. However, if (p -- 1)/2 is composite there are other 
choices for H which yield F 's  not listed in the conjecture. 
The referee then suggests that the conjecture be changed to assert hat 
the only PPS graphs which are line-symmetric are those obtained by this 
construction together with the graph with no lines, a suggestion with 
which I concur. 
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